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Abstract
Real-world problems often involve more than one
decision makers, each with their own goals or
preferences. While game theory is an established
paradigm for reasoning strategic interactions be-
tween multiple decision-makers, its applicability
in practice is often limited by the intractability of
computing equilibria in large games, and the fact
that the game parameters are sometimes unknown
and the players are often not perfectly rational. On
the other hand, machine learning and reinforcement
learning have led to huge successes in various do-
mains and can be leveraged to overcome the limita-
tions of the game-theoretic analysis. In this paper,
we introduce our work on integrating learning with
computational game theory for addressing societal
challenges such as security and sustainability.

1 Introduction
The new era of artificial intelligence (AI) is featured by the
success of machine learning, and in particular, deep learning,
in finding patterns in a massive amount of data. However,
AI is not just about understanding the world, but also about
making smart decisions based on the understanding. Recent
advances on deep reinforcement learning have led to a promi-
nent performance in playing Atari games [Mnih et al., 2015]
and Go games [Silver et al., 2016], showing the potential of
AI in decision making. Despite the success, real-world prob-
lems often involve more than one agent, each with their own
goals or preferences, and with partial observability of the en-
vironment or the actions taken by other agents, which makes
the decision-making particularly challenging. While game
theory is an established paradigm for reasoning strategic in-
teraction between multiple decision-makers, its applicability
in practice is often limited due to a few reasons: (i) finding
equilibria in large scale games is computationally intractable
in general; (ii) game parameters are sometimes unknown; (iii)
the players are often not perfectly rational.

Aiming to develop computational tools to assist decision
makers in the real world, we focus on integrating learning
with game theory for strategic decision making. Our work is
mostly motivated by global challenges with significant social
impact, including (i) security, e.g., infrastructure security and

cyber-security, (ii) sustainability, e.g., wildlife conservation,
fishery, and forest protection. Strategic decision making lies
in all these problems, for example, the problem of protect-
ing wildlife from poachers or mitigating cyber attacks can be
abstracted as a game between defender(s) and attacker(s).

To develop solutions to such problems, we have explored
three research directions:

• Data-Based Game-Theoretic Reasoning: It is well ac-
cepted that human decision makers are not always per-
fectly rational, which often makes the game-theoretic
reasoning challenging. Fortunately, data is available in
domains such as cybersecurity and wildlife protection.
When modeling the strategic decision making in these
domains as games, a significant research problem is how
to capitalize on the availability of data to learn the behav-
ior model of human players and how to develop efficient
algorithms to compute optimal or equilibrium strategies
based on the learned models. We propose algorithms
for this problem, leveraging machine learning and tech-
niques in mathematical programming.

• Learning-Powered Strategy Computation in Large
Scale Games: The computation of (near) optimal strate-
gies or equilibrium strategy profiles is extremely chal-
lenging in complex settings, e.g., when there are more
than two players, infinite action set, interactions over a
long time horizon, or uncertainty in the environment. In-
stead of solely relying on techniques in combinatorial
optimization and mathematical programming, we lever-
age the power of learning, and in particular, deep rein-
forcement learning to solve such complex games.

• End-to-End Learning of Game Parameters: When
game parameters such as payoff values for the players
are not known in advance, learning the parameters be-
comes an important and challenging task. The task be-
comes even more challenging when such parameters and
models themselves are adaptive to the context features.
We propose a differentiable, end-to-end learning frame-
work for the task. In this framework, a “differentiable
game solver” is embedded into the commonly used deep
neural network architecture. We leverage techniques in
optimization and propose efficient algorithms for learn-
ing.

Our goal is to not only provide substantial theoretical con-
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tributions but also build or empower applications that can fun-
damentally improve the current practices in the domains we
work in. Therefore, we evaluate our proposed approaches in
security and sustainability domains, with both in-lab experi-
ments and field tests.

2 Data-Based Game-Theoretic Reasoning
Players are often assumed to be perfectly rational in game
theory literature (i.e., they choose the action with the high-
est expected payoff). This assumption is reasonable in some
domains. For example, in our earlier work on protecting
moving targets from potential attacks [Fang et al., 2013a;
Fang et al., 2013b; Xu et al., 2014], the game model captures
the real world scenario where a defender can deploy a lim-
ited number of patrol boats to escort and protect multiple fer-
ries on the open water from the potential threat of an attacker
hitting the ferry. The defender in this problem is aided by
an algorithm and the attacker may spend a sufficient amount
of time for surveillance and careful planning before launch-
ing an attack, making the assumption of perfect rationality
grounded.

However, it is well accepted that humans are often
boundedly rational or are limited by computational capabil-
ities [Gigerenzer and Selten, 2002]. For example, in anti-
poaching, poachers do not spend a lot of time on surveil-
lance and planning before placing snares to capture the
wildlife [Fang et al., 2015]. As such, they may not al-
ways choose the option with the highest expected utility to
them. Therefore, to design effective strategies for the deci-
sion maker, it is crucial to understand how human players
behave in strategic interaction.

To achieve this goal, some of our work [Fang et al., 2015;
Kar et al., 2015; Kar et al., 2016; Fang et al., 2016] ex-
tend the quantal response (QR) model [McKelvey and Pal-
frey, 1995], a classic model in behavioral game theory, and
learn the parameters in the model from experimental data
collected through human subject experiments. In domains
such as wildlife conservation, urban crime prevention, and
cyber-security, real-world crime data is often available and
can be used to learn the human agents’ behavior. Based on a
poaching activity dataset for Queen Elizabeth National Park
in Uganda, we developed a series of machine learning (ML)
algorithms that build upon decision tree ensembles to predict
the poacher’s behavior [Kar et al., 2017; Gholami et al., 2017;
Gurumurthy et al., 2018]. The proposed algorithms are eval-
uated not only in the lab but also in the field, with a significant
increase in the number of snares found during the field test in
Uganda.

Due to the lack of patrolling resources in anti-poaching, the
main challenges in dealing with real-world data sets in this
domain include handling significant class imbalance, sparsity,
and noise in negative labels. In one of the recent work [Guru-
murthy et al., 2018], in addition to the real-world data of past
patrol and poaching, we use survey data collected from do-
main experts such as rangers and conservation site managers.
We discretize the protected area into a 1km-by-1km grid and
use K-means clustering to group the grid cells into clusters
based on geospatial information such as distance to the near-

est village and average slope. We then ask the domain experts
to provide scores for each group to reflect their subjective es-
timation of the poaching threat level in that group. Since only
a small portion of the protected area has been patrolled in
the past, these scores can serve as an additional source of in-
formation for the unpatrolled area. We treat the scores as soft
labels for poaching activities, based on which we augment the
real world data set. More specifically, we randomly sample
data points from areas that are not patrolled before but have
high scores provided by the experts and add them as positive
data points. The use of two sources of information has led to
better performance, measured by standard ML metrics such
as precision, recall, F1, and AUC score. Further, field tests in
China have shown that it can identify poaching hotspots that
were not known to the rangers and many snares were found
during the field tests, including 22 snares found in a day in a
protected area in Northeastern China.

We not only worked on how to model and learn human
behavior patterns in the strategic interaction but also how to
exploit them in game theoretic reasoning [Fang et al., 2015;
Fang et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2017]. We build game models
that extend the Stackelberg security games [Tambe, 2011],
a leader-follower game model for the defender-attacker in-
teraction in various security domains. The proposed models
take into account the practical aspects in anti-poaching and
other similar domains by adding scheduling constraints of
the defender as well as the bounded rational behavior model
of the attackers, represented by QR-based models or other
models such as decision tree ensembles. We propose algo-
rithms to compute the optimal patrol strategy for the defender,
which consists of a probability distribution over a set of patrol
routes that are compatible with the terrain in the area. The
algorithms leverage the cutting-plane approach and column
generation to improve scalability. Data-based game-theoretic
reasoning is the key in the PAWS (Protection Assistant for
Wildlife Security) application for anti-poaching [Fang et al.,
2016], which is tested in the field in Malaysia, with many
human activity signs and animal signs found during the test
patrols.

3 Learning-Powered Strategy Computation in
Large Scale Games

As game models account for more and more practical aspects,
the computation of optimal strategy or equilibrium strategies
become harder and harder. How to leverage the power of rein-
forcement learning to find good strategies in complex games?
We made several attempts to answer this question, with a fo-
cus on defender-attacker game models as they are the ones
most relevant to the security and sustainability domains of
interest.

In [Wang et al., 2019], we focus on green security games
with real-time information. In practice, instead of sticking to
a pre-planned patrol route, well-trained rangers would make
use of the real-time information such as footprints, blood
stains, tree marks left by the poachers to adjust her patrol
route [Maasailand Preservation Trust, 2011]. Similarly, a
poacher may respond to the ranger’s action in real time, and
the rangers should be aware of such risk. A game model
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that takes into account these elements is more practical, but
the resulting games are large extensive-form games with im-
perfect information and are hard to solve, even when we
only consider the zero-sum games. To address this chal-
lenge, we designed DeDOL (Deep-Q Network based Dou-
ble Oracle enhanced with Local modes), a deep reinforce-
ment learning-based algorithm, to compute a patrolling strat-
egy that adapts to the real-time information. DeDOL com-
bines deep Q-learning (DQN) with the double oracle (DO)
framework [McMahan et al., 2003; Bosansky et al., 2013],
which uses incremental strategy generation to find an equilib-
rium strategy with small support in zero-sum games. DeDOL
also can be viewed as an instantiated algorithm of the meta-
method named policy-space response oracle (PSRO) [Lanctot
et al., 2017] for multi-agent reinforcement learning. A naive
application of DQN and DO suffers from limited scalabil-
ity. To mitigate this limitation, DeDOL uses domain-specific
heuristic strategies, including a parameterized random walk
strategy and a random sweeping strategy as initial strategies
to warm up the incremental strategy generation process. In
addition, DeDOL proposes to use several local modes, each
can be viewed as a restricted version of the original game, to
reduce the complexity of the game environment for efficient
and parallelized training. In experiments, for small game in-
stances, we show that DeDOL achieves comparable perfor-
mance as existing approaches for EFGs such as counterfac-
tual regret (CFR) minimization. In large games where CFR
becomes intractable, DeDOL can find much better defender
strategies than other baseline strategies.

In addition to DeDOL, we also developed Opt-
GradFP [Kamra et al., 2018] and M3DDPG [Li et al.,
2019], both leverage advances in deep reinforcement learn-
ing and existing approaches for noncooperative games,
and we evaluate the algorithms in problems of patrolling
in continuous area and adversary team interaction such as
predator-prey.

4 End-to-End Learning of Game Parameters
Despite the advances in solving games and their successes
in security and sustainability domains, as well as the result-
ing breakthroughs in poker [Moravčik et al., 2017; Bowling
et al., 2015], a common criticism for applying game theory
for real problems is that the parameters of the game itself are
sometimes unknown. For example, in developing algorithms
for Stackelberg security games, the payoffs for the defender
and the attacker are often assumed to be known. However, in
practice, one needs to rely on domain experts such as secu-
rity officers to provide such input. It is tedious work and it is
sometimes hard for the officers to provide convincing values,
especially the payoff values for the attacker. So the question
we are asking is how to learn the game parameters from ob-
served actions, which is a problem in the inverse game theory
setting.

We propose a differentiable, end-to-end learning frame-
work for addressing this task [Ling et al., 2018], learning the
parameters of uncertain games purely by observing the ac-
tions of the agents. The key idea is to consider the quantal
response equilibrium (QRE) [McKelvey and Palfrey, 1995],

a smoothed version of the Nash Equilibrium. QRE captures
the bounded rationality of human players and QRE of a two-
player zero-sum normal-form game can be represented as a
differentiable function of the game payoff matrix. Thus, we
can use a primal-dual Newton method to find QRE and we
develop a backpropagation method to analytically compute
gradients of all relevant game parameters through the solu-
tion itself. This allows us to infer the payoff matrix or other
parameters of a game merely from action samples from QRE.
This method can be extended to extensive-form games. This
method can also be applied when the game parameters are
differentiable functions of contextual features, and the obser-
vations include both the contextual features and the players’
actions. Essentially, the method allows for game-solving to
be integrated as a module in deep learning systems. When
evaluating the effectiveness of the learning method in several
settings including poker and security game tasks, we found
that our approach is able to learn the payoff matrices or (agent
belief over) chance node probabilities.

We further extend this framework in two ways [Ling et
al., 2019]. We first generalize QREs to our proposed equi-
librium concept – Nested Logit Quantal Response equilib-
rium (NLQRE), which draws upon ideas from behavioral sci-
ence and allows for varying levels of player rationality at each
stage of a game. Second, we significantly improve the scal-
ability of the method, by reformulating the backward pass as
a min-max convex optimization problem and uses state-of-
the-art first-order primal-dual methods for both the forward
pass and backward pass. This leads to orders of magnitude
of speedups in one-card poker. The main reason is that the
first-order solver does not require the explicit formation of
Hessians and only requires access to a fast best-response ora-
cle.

5 Discussion
We proposed three ways of integrating learning with game
theory to address societal challenges such as security and sus-
tainability. However, we believe that there are other ways for
such integration and there are a lot more research questions to
be answered. For example, as we use data to learn the human
players’ preferences in games, an important question is what
if the opponents are aware of the learning and strategically
take actions to counter the learning procedure. How to model
such a competitive learning process as a complex game and
compute equilibrium strategies is an underexplored problem
despite some recent efforts [Nguyen et al., 2019].
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